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The Municipal Balance-sheet
By R. G. Walker
Despite the well-supported contention that the problem of the
municipal balance-sheet may be solved by simple reference to
the principles of commercial practice—as if the problem were
identical with that of the balance-sheet in business—there are
yet one or two difficulties in its solution which set it apart for
special consideration. That this is true is evidenced by the amount
of debate which has sprung from the differing opinions in regard
to what asset and liability items the balance-sheet should contain,
and in regard to what constitutes the most significant form for
its presentation to the financial officers and the public. Some
reason exists, however, for approaching the problem of the
municipal balance-sheet with no little care and discrimination,
for it is evident that an appropriate statement of assets and
liabilities for the government institution may be quite unlike the
one which has been found suitable in business.
Ordinary business accounting presents virtually no question
whether certain properties had better be eliminated from the
balance-sheet, or whether certain liabilities were wisely left out
of its preparation. The rule in business is that the accountant
should exhibit all assets and all liabilities. In municipal account
ing it is a point for discussion whether lines should be drawn
which would cause the rejection of special types of assets and
liabilities and would give effect to an arrangement of those
elements unexemplified in business practice.
The first step in solving the problem is a correct understand
ing of the terms balance-sheet and municipal corporation.
A balance-sheet is an opposition of assets and liabilities. It
is a two-sided statement of interdependent facts, so closely related,
in truth, as to give one warrant for saying that the balance-sheet
is simply a complete representation of the one single fact of
ownership. Each side validates the other; each side suggests the
other as its complement.
The asset total, an expression of dollars and cents, should
immediately suggest the notion of ownership or claim to title, and,
in so doing, should at once present itself as the means of supplying
pecuniary satisfaction to that ownership or claim. Similarly, on
its part, the total of the liabilities should suggest a sum of value
which has been the product of the incurrence of liabilities and
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may be used toward their liquidation. That one manner of
realizing a given pecuniary total of assets might result in a loss,
while another might yield a gain, makes it none the less true, at
a particular moment of time, that the assets and liabilities of a
balance-sheet scientifically constructed stand in reciprocal relation.
Implicit in the very mention of the familiar terms “loss and gain”
is the understanding that the pecuniary total of properties has
been, or is being, increased or decreased, with a corresponding
and reciprocal increase or decrease in the total of some form of
ownership in those properties.
Following such definition, it is almost needless to say that the
assets shown on a balance-sheet should have pecuniary signifi
cance to the entity under the name of which it is exhibited. They
should be of value, that is, to the entity which lies at the center
of the organization transacting business. This attribute should
attach to balance-sheet assets when considered by themselves alone,
apart from all other properties which are not immediately engaged
in operations or are in no way the result of operations. One
might reasonably hold this last as purely gratuitous were it
not for the presence, in the municipal situation, of properties,
having only a superficial individuality, to which the governing
entity has formal title. There is, in this case, apparently
separate title to the separate elements of a complementary value
relation. All assets, however, which may rightfully be considered
as self-contained wholes and individually productive of utilities
to a single independent owner, should be included in the balancesheet, or as a consequence the complete fact of ownership will
be understated. But these should be only such properties as
actually are owned, properties over which the immediate entity
has the right of final disposition to its own economic good. If
extraneous values are allowed to swell the asset total and, too,
if unrelated liabilities are permitted to have a place among the
equities, the residual equity will be a meaningless scramble of
dollars and cents and quite misleading.
Once it has been settled what assets and what liabilities are to
form a part of the balance-sheet of a given entity, the problem
then arises how they should be grouped to give a clear and unmis
takable picture of financial condition, and to provide data for
answering the various administrative questions which accompany
financial operation. In business the usual practice is to relate in
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one significant group all the assets and all the equities which
economically connect themselves with a particular operating
entity. Care is taken to arrange the data in classes according to
the relative permanence of the items, but no attempt is ordinarily
made to subtotal the two balance-sheet columns for the purpose
of dividing the residual equity with regard to the time element.
The reason for this is seen in the fact that all the properties to
which the business entity has title are strictly homogeneous in
regard to the service which they give to entrepreneurship or,
better, in regard to the relation which they ultimately bear to the
residual equity. If it should ever be found desirable in accounting
to exhibit a balance-sheet in two or more parts, the reason would
be that the particular entity involved was playing a dual or a
triple role, and as a consequence only a two-sectioned or a threesectioned statement of assets and liabilities would have meaning.
It is quite likely to be the case that an appropriate balance-sheet
for the municipality will be found to break naturally into three
or four parts, each one complete in itself. Generally speaking,
however, the items of a balance-sheet should be so grouped as to
afford almost immediate answer to the administrative questions
which the operating manager will be likely to ask. Clearness is
the minimum requirement.
Passing from the balance-sheet to consideration of what we
mean by the municipal corporation, we may inadequately define
the latter as an entity created by the law in quite the same manner
as a business corporation. Without saying more, this would
seem to place the municipality and private business in one and the
same class for accounting purposes. But if one does not see, he
can at least feel, that there is a difference between the city as an
accounting entity and the client which is engaged in profit-andloss venture. It is not in respect of its formal creation that the
municipal entity differs from the business organization; it is
rather in things more fundamental which attend the fact that the
former is not set up for the making of gain from the exploitation
of productive properties. The chief function of the municipality
is to act as a spending agent for the citizens of a city. Econom
ically considered, then, the municipal corporation may be defined
as a common spending agent, and simply as a convenient, but not
an economic, residence of title to properties held in common by
all the citizens. It is this understanding of the term which is
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significant to the accountant. Some might wish to extend its
meaning in this regard to include the idea of the stewardship of
common properties, and possibly that would be a good thing to
do. The point is, however, that the municipal corporation stands
more in the position of an agent to the citizenry, than in that of
an independent economic individual; and that its accounts should,
in accord with that idea, be made to reflect somewhat the same
information as those of a branch-house agency which renders a
periodic account current to its principal. The distinction here is
that the branch house is a selling agent rather than a buying agent.
The cash-receipts-and-disbursements method of accounting, as
used even now by the large majority of American cities, is an
unscientific attempt to carry out this theory in regard to the true
character of the government entity.
No set of circumstances in the broad field of accounting can
give the student a more interesting problem than the economic
operation of a municipality. It is not interesting, however, as
some would have us believe, because we must conceive new
principles of accounting before we can hope to resolve its diffi
culties. The mistake has been made, for example, of speaking
as if a particular set of accounting principles were needed suc
cessfully to meet the problem of a good balance-sheet for the
municipality. The problem challenges our study rather because
it is evident that we are called upon to make a new application of
old familiar principles. We have to deal only with new facts.
Besides the cash - receipts - and - disbursements method of
accounting for municipalities, there remain two distinctly different
accounting plans followed by cities. One of these rests on an
unreserved application of the principles of commercial accounting
to the city situation, while the other stops short of an unmodified
extension into the field of municipal accounting of a plan
peculiarly fitted to the needs of profit-and-loss business.
Perhaps the chief exponent of the so-called commercial method
of municipal accounting is Frederick Cleveland. He was for
some time director of the bureau of municipal research. His
principal work dealing with the commercial point of view is
entitled Municipal Administration and Accounting, One other in
which he collaborated has the title of A Handbook of Municipal
Accounting. The contention of these studies is that in municipal
accounting the procedure of double-entry bookkeeping should be
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followed in all its details, omitting within its scope no single
municipal transaction, and that, so far as concerns the need for
accounts, the city differs in no essential respect from the private
corporation. Every municipal expenditure, according to Mr.
Cleveland, whether capital or revenue, should be given full
expression in the accounts; every item of revenue, whether
anticipatory or derivative in character, should be reflected in
complete double-entry form in the periodic exhibits.
Full conformity with such principles in municipal accounting
would give effect to a balance-sheet showing every piece of city
property and every item of city obligation. In it both capital
assets and capital liabilities would have their proper places. And
when presented in the so-called consolidated form, it would differ
in no important particular from the usual business statement.
Mr. Cleveland answers his opponents who hold the capital
balance-sheet to be valueless in the following manner: “To
state that the capital balance-sheet when applied to municipal
enterprises is meaningless and misleading, reflects not only on
the methods used for obtaining information as the basis of admin
istrative judgment, but condemns the one who indicts it. The
conclusion that the categories used in capital balance-sheets when
applied to municipalities are misleading, and therefore not to be
used, is premised on an assumption that no information is needed
other than a statement of receipts and disbursements with its
residual balance of cash. This assumption fails to consider every
question of economy, every question of efficiency, and every
question of trusteeship other than that relating to the custodian
ship of money. Another defect is also found in this kind of
reasoning, namely, that no financial statement is to be considered
of importance except one by means of which may be ascertained
the amount of resources immediately available for the payment of
debt. This, again, is based on erroneous assumption, viz, that
the payment of debt is the only administrative responsibility which
a municipal officer has to meet or in which the citizen is interested.
. . . The administrative significance of accounting and report
ing has been in a large measure lost sight of, and ninety-five per
cent. of all our American municipalities are in the same dilemma.
It is therefore urged that accounting through which information
may come to the public in balance-sheet form is one of the most
urgent needs of modern municipal affairs.”
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When Mr. Cleveland wrote that the opinion opposed to the
capital balance-sheet “condemns the one who makes it,” he
doubtless had in mind Duncan MacInnes, whose name always
suggests itself in consideration of the capital balance-sheet
for cities. In a paper read before a conference held at
Washington, which met in the interest of uniform municipal
accounting, Mr. MacInnes said, in part: “A city, as such, has
neither capital nor revenue, but consists of an aggregation of
private estates with certain properties possessed in common, and
its accounts can reflect truthfully only the administration of the
common interest by authorized payments from authorized pro
vision or letters of credit, with such other and casual income and
expenditure as are incident to its complex activities. All receipts,
whether arising from general tax, special assessments, water rates,
sale of. bonds, or fees and fines, alike come out of the private
estates within the city, some at the outset and others eventually,
and all payments are alike for public service on behalf of the
citizens, either for their personal protection, education, or con
venience, or for increased facilities which heighten the value of
their property and the advantages they in consequence enjoy. The
wealth of a city is as seen from the hill-top. It is the collective
wealth of the freeholders and their tenants. Every public build
ing, park, street, and sewer has been paid for by the inhabitants,
belongs to them in common, and enhances the value of every
business and residential holding, which is taxed accordingly;
while the municipal corporation, when considered as a separate
entity and apart from the private estates within its territory, is a
penniless non-entity. As its balance-sheet, therefore, can contain
no assets but what belong to its inhabitants and no obligations but
what their private estates are pledged to discharge, no significance
attaches to the wealth held in common beyond what attaches to
the wealth held by each and all individually. When a public work
is undertaken, the funds are raised upon the credit of the col
lective private wealth which ultimately is to bear the burden of
discharging the obligation so created. When the work is com
pleted and put into service by the city, the account credited
with the funds raised and charged with the expenditure thereof
is closed upon its books and marks the discharge of the trust;
while the value of the added facility, whatever it may be, is at
once absorbed by the private estates benefited, and occasions a
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latent increase in their value. Any attempt, therefore, to
recognize in the general statement of the condition of a city the
value of common properties, or to measure it as wealth that
could be mortgaged by or partitioned among the inhabitants, as
if they were so many stockholders, in the same manner as the
fixed assets of a private corporation, is seeking to express a
condition which does not exist and forcing a construction which
is fictitious, arbitrary, meaningless, and withal misleading. . . .
The further the principle of accounting which leads up to a
balance-sheet of the commercial kind is exploited, the more remote
are we from the plane of reasoning to which we will ultimately
have to return, and the further deferred is the time when a
municipal balance-sheet will be realized which will reflect under
lying truths and show clearly to bondholders and taxpayers alike
the assets and true status of the municipality. . . . The main
objects of a municipal balance-sheet should be (a) to show the
floating status of the city and the possibilities of realization to
liquidate current liabilities; and (b) to show clearly the legal
margin of its borrowing capacity, so that the prospective bond
buyer and taxpayer alike may know at once the measure of his
right to engage in public undertakings.” The capital balancesheet would be, according to Mr. MacInnes, misleading, because
it would array values which were “neither real, measurable, nor
indicative of any actual condition.” He of course would not
omit from the periodic report, in the form of an appendix to the
balance-sheet of which he approves, a schedule of capital proper
ties, capital debt, and a statement of the condition of the sinking
funds; but such a schedule would not in any wise be controlled
by the system of accounting.
The two gentlemen just quoted evidently come to issue in
the question whether or not the city is appropriately to be
treated, for the purposes of accounting, in the same way as the
private corporation.
Following the reading of Mr. MacInnes’ paper in the con
ference referred to above, Harvey Chase remarked that there
was no real difference in the two points of view taken by Messrs.
MacInnes and Cleveland. He gave his opinion as follows: “In
one of these points of view we have a balance-sheet, which Mr.
MacInnes has described as the ‘old form,’ in which the costs of
public properties are set upon the left-hand and the outstanding
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bonds set upon the right hand. This form of ‘balance-sheet’ is,
in fact, a trial balance of the books set up for the purpose of
disclosing the costs of properties, but not, as Mr. MacInnes
infers, for determining the surplus of a city. Looked at from
the trial-balance point of view, the municipal balance-sheet
arranged in that way is a proper statement. In addition to such
statement there must be, either in the form of a balance-sheet
like Mr. MacInnes’ or in some form of a statistical statement, as
is ordinarily provided in municipal reports, some presentation of
the debt, the debt limit and the available debt margin within which
new debt may be issued. Taking the first case, we have a balancesheet showing the cost of properties, and in addition a statistical
schedule of the debt limit, and in Mr. MacInnes’ form we have
a balance-sheet of the debt and the debt limit, and a statistical
statement of the cost of properties. I do not see that there is any
important difference in the two points of view.”
The writer of this paper feels that our democratic inclination
to take the printed page for granted, and especially the inclination
to jump to erroneous conclusions drawn from the figures of a
balance-sheet authoritatively and finally published, should induce
the accounting student to take great pains to give out information
which would be unmistakably significant. In the light of such
opinion a complete and unreserved extension of double-entry
procedure as applied to the balance-sheet in business to the balancesheet of the municipality would probably be going a bit too far.
What Mr. Chase had in mind when he said that the capital
balance-sheet was a perfectly proper statement as a trial balance,
if not as a balance-sheet, it is rather hard to see. His position
was probably sound if he meant that the exhibit should make no
pretensions beyond being a trial balance of memoranda for the
purposes of property administration.
The balance-sheet as the chief accounting exhibit should be
carefully suited to the peculiarities of the financial situation in
which it is to be used as a guide; it should, above all, be made
to state the truth about a given situation. The surplus balance
of the proposed capital balance-sheet, although serving to indicate
broadly the past revenue resourcefulness of a city, would quite
possibly be misread as an indication of present financial potenti
ality or, as Mr. MacInnes says, would perhaps lead the city to “an
inordinate increase in its public debt.” What has happened in the
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past is, as a matter of municipal financial history, of undoubted
interest; but financial capacity should be determined on the ground
of the present status of the floating assets and liabilities of a city,
and on the basis of current revenue possibilities. The assertion
that the capital surplus is an exponent of the condition of the
municipal trust or of the value of the city’s credit, is scarcely
justifiable. The prosecution of a trust cannot be measured on
the basis of the value of properties purchased, provided there has
been an even exchange, nor can the status of credit be measured
on the ground of property which cannot be counted on by a
creditor as an independently available resource. This kind of
talk gets so bad at times in some writings on the subject as to
border on sentimentalism. The proponents of the capital balancesheet unquestionably overlook the fact that there is an important
difference between the municipal entity and the entity of private
business, together with the probable confusion which would
accompany the reading of an exhibit which did not take that
difference into rational consideration.
The most recent and understandable writer on the subject of
the municipal balance-sheet is Francis Oakey, whose book, The
Principles of Governmental Accounting and Reporting, is a firstrate presentation of the differing points of view which have made
the study of municipal accounting so full of meaningless entangle
ments. He proposes a balance-sheet which would exhibit, “on
the one hand, the values of all assets, except permanent proper
ties, sinking-fund assets, and capital assets of endowment funds,
and, on the other hand, the amounts of all liabilities, except long
term bonded debt, and capital liabilities of endowment funds.”
“The reason for eliminating sinking-fund assets and long-term
bonded debt is that these items require a consideration separate
and distinct from that which should be given to the assets and
the liabilities that relate to current operations and activities.
Bonded debt relates to the assets of a government only to the
extent that the assets are required or are available for its
redemption. Bonded debt usually falls due in various amounts
and at various dates, representing a series of maturing liabilities;
it is only the first few items of this series—the amount falling
due in the current or in the ensuing fiscal period—that can be
intelligently considered in relation to the expendable surplus,
and then only in relation to that portion of the expend
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able surplus that represents the surplus of the general fund, and
also only to the extent that such items exceed the sinking funds
established for the redemption of them. Furthermore, good
administration, and very often the law, requires a complete segre
gation and separate accounting for sinking-fund assets. It is
proposed that the debt statements and those relating to the
financial condition of sinking funds be presented immediately
following the balance-sheet. ... In the proposed balance-sheet,
assets and liabilities are classified and designated according to
character without regard to the funds to which they relate; but
they represent the totals of the respective balances of expendable
funds shown in the fund statements.” In addition, Mr. Oakey,
like Mr. MacInnes, has in mind the appending to the financial
statement of a report of fixed properties given in terms of
their capacity to serve the needs of a growing citizenry. Such
report would contain data concerning the remaining service life
of the properties, concerning their maintenance and replacement
costs, and concerning their fitness to satisfy wants in the mere
matter of the number of people which they could accommodate
in an efficient manner.
Although inclined to agree in the main with Mr. Oakey’s pro
posal, the present paper finds fault with his balance-sheet princi
pally because it would show current assets and liabilities without
respect to the particular funds to which they related. This would
seem to be an entirely needless neglect of the element of clearness
so essential to a first-class balance-sheet. Otherwise, it has been
made with an eye upon both the peculiar character of the munici
pality as an accounting entity and the class of persons who would
be called upon to give it intelligent interpretation.
As we have already noted, the municipality is most rationally
conceived as a representative spending agent, and as a convenient
steward of the common properties of the citizens. There is
little that is self-sustaining within the municipal entity’s super
vision and control. Periodically it must be supplied with the
wherewithal of the expenditures which it finds necessary properly
to supply the manifold services of government. This where
withal comes, let us say, like manna from heaven, felicitously
foreordained to meet what demands there may be. Whether or
not the case is quite as poetical as this, the municipal organization
enjoys a perennial source of revenue which it may command as
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wants may dictate. Nothing expounds the peculiarity of the
municipal situation to the accountant who studies its balance-sheet
requirements more than this fact of periodic adjustment of means
to needs, by virtue of a power derived from a condition entirely
foreign to itself. It is this fact which gives him a cue to what is
appropriate in accounting for the municipal entity. He has a
task which embraces, for the most part, only the passing period
of operations, and, accordingly, deals with values possessing
little more than current importance.
The municipal corporation does not have the economic indi
viduality which attaches to the ordinary business organization
and may be said to rest on the latter’s possession of fixed
assets directly productive of utilities benefiting ownership in
them. That the permanent properties which the latter rightly
exhibits in its balance-sheet have significance for the purpose of
this statement is in part the natural result of not only their
immediate utility in a special situation, but also their fairly easy
adaptability to the present production wants of others. They
enjoy a “realizable” value apart from their value to a particular
going concern. To the enterprise owning such assets, they are
properly considered as significant sources of gain or, at the
worst, as commodities which would command a bidder on the
general market. The fixed capital with which ordinary business
accounting deals is correctly exhibited in the balance-sheet state
ment, and, in the event of failure in the so-called statement of
affairs, at a certain sum of dollars and cents. None of this is
true, however, when applied to most of the fixed properties to
which the government corporation holds title. The assets of the
municipality have no balance-sheet importance to the operating
corporation. What they, as productive properties, give to society
in the nature of utilities, does not pass through the hands of the
immediate owner. Round about through all the widely spread
estates of its freeholders do the permanent properties of a munici
pality find expression for their worth. They have no pecuniary
value to the accounting entity envisaged as an independent going
concern; nor can they normally be made to satisfy the wants of
the general market. If we are to say that civic improvements
have any pecuniary significance whatever, we must have in mind
the enhanced value of the private estates which follows their con
struction.
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To be consistent, it is apparent that we cannot admit fixed
assets into the municipal balance-sheet. To this entity, conceived
either as a representative spending agent or as a steward of com
mon properties, long-time public properties have no communi
cable meaning in the terms of such an accounting exhibit. Nor
do they, by themselves, signify anything to outside equities like
the holders of bonded debt which has been incurred for their pur
chase. Opposition of unrelated assets and liabilities in balancesheet form is misleading and is to be avoided because it communi
cates an erroneous idea concerning the source of the means of
liquidation of liabilities, and suggests, in a surplus figure, an
availability of capital which is not a truthful representation. The
information derivable therefrom may be statistically valuable.
If this is true, it should be presented in some form of statistical
statement other than a balance-sheet. It is dangerous practice
to give the same term more than one meaning in the same account
ing exhibit, as would most certainly be the case in a balancesheet showing both a current and a capital surplus. Fixed prop
erties can have pecuniary significance, on the utility side, only as
related in a complementary way to the private estates of citizens,
and cannot logically be used to increase the asset total of two
different balance-sheets at one and the same time. Viewed indi
vidually these properties are virtually worthless; while viewed
as grouped with the estates which they benefit, they have a value
at least as great as their replacement cost. It is apparent that all
members of the group, or none of them, can logically be shown
as assets in the municipal balance-sheet. Obviously the first
alternative is out of the question.
Equally incompatible with the logic of this paper would be
inclusion of outstanding bonds among liabilities. In no way can
it be rightly said that such obligations as totalities relate to
resources which are of balance-sheet significance to the municipal
corporation. The corporate entity is simply the intermediary
between the holders of municipal bonds and the body of citizens
whose properties have benefited from the loan, and have at the
same time been pledged as security for its repayment. The
balance-sheet of the intermediary cannot rationally be made to
show such a liability.
From considerable reading of opinions, it appears that what
the proponents of the capital balance-sheet expect of their plan
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is that it will provide regularly controlled memoranda regarding
the cost of permanent properties and the principal of outstanding
bonded debt. They do not wish to have anyone misled by the
figure of capital surplus, nor by the fact that bonded debt is
opposed in the balance-sheet to properties which could not be
used to liquidate that debt. They assume that no reader of the
balance-sheet which they propose will be confused by the half
heartedly admitted inconsistency of terms employed. Supposedly
they have in mind here the city comptroller and his trained
helpers. If such persons were the only ones who read the muni
cipal balance-sheet, no doubt little harm would result. But others
less sophisticated make use of it as a source of information which
they do not hesitate to employ as a bludgeon, a bellows, or a par
ing knife, depending upon the need of the moment. The writer
has in mind the conscientious dentist who sits on the city com
mission, or the professional politician who represents precinct
number four. It seems manifest that, if the only reader of the
balance-sheet is to be one thoroughly initiated in the variations
in meaning which may be attached to accounting terms, the
information about capital assets and capital liabilities could be
better given in some statistical form quite apart from the balancesheet, and thus we should avoid the rather doubtful help of a
confusing opposition of fixed properties and bonded debt.
It has been proposed that there be substituted for the capital
balance-sheet a statement of the debt limit of the city offset by
the principal of the bonds outstanding, leaving a remainder which
would measure the available margin or the margin of freedom,
depending upon the state of mind of the taxpayer who read
it. Possibly this would constitute a valuable adjunct to the usual
current balance-sheet. And in theory, at least, there would be no
objection to it. Certainly one could not reasonably be guilty of
misreading its terms, or of misunderstanding the significance of
its balance.
The conclusion is fairly evident that as an accounting entity
the municipality lives only from period to period. The theory
of municipal finance is that periodic revenues are to be made
equal to periodic cost, and upon this theory the accounting struc
ture, if it is to be a rational one, should be based. From an
accounting point of view there is no reason to think that the finan
cial plan will in any case lead to a surplus or a deficiency of any
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permanence. The failure of one period to conform to the plan
in theory immediately becomes the obligation, the particular obli
gation, or the resource, the particular resource, of the following
period. The task of carrying out in practice such a theory of
finance involves the bringing into existence of typical current
assets with their correlative liabilities. Such are the assets and
liabilities which should be comprehended by any system of muni
cipal accounts, and, accordingly, should appear in the periodic
balance-sheet exhibit of financial condition. No properties
and no liabilities which in the natural course of things survive
more than one period can have a proper place in a municipal
balance-sheet; as a totality they cannot be said to be proper
balance-sheet data.
Once permanent properties have been
acquired, and long-time liabilities incurred, they cease as a whole
to be a part of the periodic financial plan, and for that reason
should not be made a controlling feature of the accounting
system. They then enter into the life of the city conceived as a unity,
and this idea no scheme of accounts could embrace to a construct
ive end. True it is, that the accounting of each period should
ideally include adequate consideration of the maintenance of per
manent properties, and of the ultimate liquidation of bonded
liabilities; that would come simply under the usual head of the
periodic requirement of equating current revenues to current
cost, and of equitably spreading that cost over all periods of
municipal operation.
The problem of municipal accounting, then, and hence the
problem of the municipal balance-sheet, is one of periodic
revenues and periodic expenditures, and of exhibiting at the end
of stated intervals such assets and liabilities as arise from revenues
and expenditures, and are at that time not cleared from the
accounts by the usual process of realization and liquidation. This
means that municipal accounting is primarily concerned with the
operation of expendable funds, of which all expenditures, of
whatever character, are decreasing elements, and all revenues
increasing elements.
Expendable funds comprise, first, the general fund, from
which expenditures are made only following acts of appropria
tion; second, the special revenue and expense funds, which are
established to prosecute current activities, for which the resources
are provided from specific sources of revenue of a “regular,
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continuous, or recurrent” character, either by tax levies, charges
for services rendered, or by the setting aside of specified revenues
of the miscellaneous class, such as licenses, rents, fees, etc.; third,
the funds which have been established to defray expenditures for
capital outlays, for which the resources are supplied by bond
sales; and, finally, the funds provided for meeting the costs of
local improvements, the ultimate resources of which come from
assessments. Expendable-fund resources are made up of the
following items: cash balances, taxes accrued (not collected),
miscellaneous revenues accrued (not collected), assessments
receivable, and stores. Liabilities growing out of expendable
fund operations consist of warrants payable, vouchers payable,
accounts payable, temporary loans unmatured, interest accrued,
and special assessment bonds; in addition to these there should
be shown in the balance-sheet, as an offset to the assets exhibited,
in the statement of the assets and liabilities of the revenue and
expense funds, a reserve for working capital and a surplus, the
latter having a definite and determinable relation to the sum of
the surplus balances of the several expendable funds.
To be excluded from the balance-sheet which the writer here
has in mind, would be the assets of sinking funds, capital assets
and liabilities, the capital of endowment funds, and what are
known as private funds. Separate accounting should be made
for financial data of this character reported in the form of
distinctive statistical statements.
It would perhaps be advantageous to support any detailed
statistical analysis made of such items with a listing of their
general ledger controls somewhat as follows:

Controlling Balances
°f
Capital Items
Municipal properties (cost)
Principal of municipal debt
Sinking-fund resources ...
Depreciation of properties.
Endowment capital ..........

Reserve for properties .... xxxx
Bonded debt:
a. Capital purposes xxxx
b. Revenue purposes xxxx
-------- xxxx
Reserve for sinking fund., xxxx
Reserve for endowment
capital ......................... xxxx
Reserve for depreciation .. xxxx
----- Etc.-----

xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx
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This would obviously give one the requisite comprehensive view
of the situation in regard to the non-balance-sheet capital items,
without the vague and misleading assistance of a formal “capital”
balance-sheet with its balancing figure of “capital surplus,” and
it would accomplish the purpose in an explicit, positive, and
straightforward manner.
Proper form for a balance-sheet is of course quite as impor
tant a consideration as what it should contain in the nature of
assets and liabilities. However significant, abstractly viewed,
may be the content of any balance-sheet, if its form and arrange
ment be not scientific and intelligible, it will fail of accomplishing
any useful purpose. A municipal balance-sheet constructed on
the basis of the assets and liabilities of expendable funds should
be divided into three sections, each one presenting its own figure
of expendable surplus. One of these divisions would be con
cerned with revenue and expense funds, one with funds devoted
to meeting capital outlays, and one with funds providing for local
improvements. Different administrative activities are subserved
by each, and accordingly each will be sought for answer to
different administrative questions.
The balance-sheet thus suggested as a proper periodic exhibit
for the municipal entity follows closely what seems to be the
natural separation between accounting information significant
for balance-sheet purposes and that which is not. To some the
lines drawn may appear somewhat arbitrary. A careful study,
however, of the particular character of the municipal accounting
situation would probably convince anyone of the reasonableness
of what has been said. New facts demand a reconsidered appli
cation of old principles. The peculiar difficulties which they offer
cannot otherwise be satisfactorily resolved.
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